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Moments Variations is a three-movement composition for chamber

orchestra and chamber choir of approximately 21 minutes duration. The basis

of the piece is compositional unity through variations technique, where the

retained element of the theme is its structure or fixed-structure variations. The

fixed-structure is a succession of six musical events, called moments, in the

order: 111II111 IV V Ill V VI, where moments II, Ill and V are internally repeated

and I, IV and VI occur only once.

In its simplest statement the fixed-structure can be found at the midpoint

of the second movement. The other six passages in the movement are

compositional expansions of the six different moments in the fixed-structure and

are mobile in their ordering as determined by the conductor. In the third

movement the fixed-structure, durationally and compostionally expanded, is

applied at the middle ground architectural level and allowed to repeat, as in the

traditional series variation. In the first movement it is further expanded and

applied at the total duration of the movement.

The moments in the fixed-structure are of an individual character and

consistently exhibit their characteristics throughout the composition. Those

characteristics are a similar gestural language, intervallic pitch content and

structural pitch framework. Each moment is composed of predominant and

secondary intervals. The predominant are the most abundant linearly and



harmonically, while the secondary are used in a more motion or color pitch

consequence.

The compositional process first involved composing the structural pitch

framework of the individual moment as intuitively determined by its gestural

design. This involved only the predominant interval pitches which were

agogically or metrically stressed and placed at major events in the lines. Next,

more predominant interval pitches of lesser duration were added to support the

framework with a few secondary interval pitches included as auxiliaries. As the

process continued, the foreground details emerged.
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DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

Compositional Construct - An Overview

Moment Variations is a three-movement composition for chamber

orchestra and chamber choir of approximately 21 minutes duration. The basis

of the piece is compositional unity through variations technique, where the

retained element of the theme is its structure or fixed-structure variations. The

fixed-structure is a succession of six musical events, called moments, in the

order: 1 11 111 11 IV V Ill V VI, where moments II, I and V are internally repeated

and I, IV and VI occur only once. As a technique to unify the total composition,

the fixed-structure was applied at different architectural levels in each of the

three movements.

The use of the term "moment" should not be confused with Karlheinz

Stockhausen's concept of "moment form," an arbitrary succession of

independent, self-contained passages. 1 His moments existed as separate

entities, savored for their individual characteristics and not understood as links

in a chain of musical argument. 2 In Moment Variations, the moments in the

fixed-structure are individually characteristic, but are dependent upon their

recurrence, albeit with changes, as a unifying device between the three

movements.

1. G. W. Hopkins, "Stockhausen, Karlheinz," The New Grove Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London: MacMillan,
1980), XVIII, 152.

2. Paul Griffiths, Modern Music: The Avant-Garde Since 1945 (London: Dent,
1981), 147.
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In its simplest or micro-level form the fixed-structure can be found at the

midpoint of the second movement. The other six passages in the movement,

called expanded moments, are compositional expansions of the six musical

moments in the fixed-structure and are mobile in their ordering as determined

by the conductor. However, of the total seven passages, the conductor must

place the micro-level form, or "Micro-Moment," as the fourth in the ordering (see

Figure 1).

maerXo-LtvsL tnir -L.vJ n J2L 9?udC uLEi.

Figure 1. Fixed-Structure Application in Architectural Levels

In the third movement the fixed-structure, durationally and composi-

tionally expanded, is applied at. the middle ground architectural level and

allowed to repeat, as in the traditional sectional or series variations. In the first

movement it is further expanded and applied at the macro-level or total duration

of the movement. While the ordering of moments within the fixed-structure and

the total architecture of the piece (as diagramed in Figure 1) resemble an arch

form, these symmetries are not apparent in the music, nor are they perceptible

to the listener because of the intuitive nature of the compositional expansions

and the fact that adjacent musical moments are sometimes overlapped and

abridged.

The six musical moments in the fixed-structure are of an individual

character and consistently exhibit their characteristics throughout the

composition. Those characteristics are a similar gestural language, intervallic
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pitch content and structural pitch framework, and to a lesser degree similar

registration, intensity and timbre combinations in their orchestration. Each

moment is constructed of predominant and secondary intervals (see Figure 2).

The predominant intervals are the most abundant linearly and harmonically,

while the secondary intervals are used in a more motion or color pitch

consequence.

Musical Moment

Predominant Interval

Secondary Interval

I iI liI iI IV v i v VI

P5 m2,M7 m3,M6 m2,M7 A4,P4 m2,M7 M3,m6 m2,M7 P5

M2,m7 P4,P5 m2,M7 P4,P5 M2,m7 P4,P5 m2,M7 P4,P5 M2,m7

Figure 2. Intervallic Content of the Individual Musical Moments

The instrumentation of the chamber orchestra was expanded to include

the chamber choir (see Figure 3). In this composition the human voice was

used as an instrument of unique timbre within the ensemble and an important

sustaining anchor for crucial structural pitches. There is no text, but rather

choral parts are vocalized on the syllable "ah," except in textural passages

where performers are asked to produce special timbral effects (see

Performances Notes to Moment Variations).

Flute
Oboe
Clarinet (in B-flat)
Bass Clarinet (in B-flat)
Bassoon

2 Horns (in F)
Trumpet (in C)
Trombone
Tuba

Timpani (23", 25", 28", 30")
2 Percussionists

Xylophone
Vibraphone
Chimes
Triangle
2 Suspended Cymbals
Gong

Choir (6, 6, 4, 4)

Strings (6, 6, 4, 4, 2)

Figure 3. Instrumentation in Moment Variations
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The compositional process first involved composing the structural pitch

framework of the individual moment as intuitively determined by its gestural

design. This involved only the predominant interval pitches, which were

agogically or metrically stressed and placed at major events in the lines. Next,

more predominant interval pitches of lesser duration were added to support the

framework, with a few secondary interval pitches of shorter duration included

as auxiliaries for motion and color. As this process continued, the foreground

details of the musical moment emerged.

The Fixed-Structure and Composing Individual Moments

Gestural Design and Interval Hierarchy

The initial composition of the fixed-structure involved its gestural contour

and pitch content. The classic linear shape of ascending thrust to

tension/climax and its descending release was the impetus in composing

moments 1, 11 and Ill. Their ascending linear gestures arrived at the maximum

tension in moment IV (see Figure 4). As the release of this tension event was

considered to require less time than its ascending anticipatory thrust, moments

V and the second Ill were durationally abridged to facilitate the timing of the final

release desired in moment VI.

F d4sa lCinouf Xhe Fxd structuE

F4  LVCAt

momr';JA I if. int: 3
Figure 4. Gestural Contour of the Fixed-Structure
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Low F was seen as the focal pitch, or tonal center, as it is a quite playable

very low tone for tonal under-pinnings, drones and pedal point figures in the

various choirs of the ensemble (i.e., contrabass in the strings, tuba in the brass,

bass voice in the choir, timpani in the percussion, etc.). As the tritone

relationship is often viewed as the sharpest dissonance, B became the crucial

tension pitch of moment IV, thus requiring resolution to F in moment VI.

As each moment in the fixed-structure was designated to be built on a

predominant interval with a secondary supportive interval, relationships

between the various musical intervals would develop and need to be

articulated. The intervallic hierarchical relationships in the fixed-structure exist

in degrees of variance as exhibited on a continuum from most dissonant to most

consonant (see Figure 5).

A PZ M ? M7. 4  'Psi'P

Figure 5. Interval Hierarchy in Moment Variations

The interval content of the individual moments of the fixed-structure (as

stated in Figure 2) in the context of the interval hierarchy provides the rationale

for a pitch content to compliment the principle pitch movement of F to B and its

resolution back to F (in Figure 4).

Moment I is quite consonant, consisting primarily of perfect fifths, but is

followed by the minor-second-dominated moment II, a highly dissonant
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passage. This is slightly relaxed by the minor thirds of moment Ill, but is quickly

followed by a return to the minor second relationships in the recurrence of

moment II. Sharp dissonance continues to accumulate as moment IV exhibits

augmented fourths and perfect fourths. Moment V hardly relents with half-step

relations, but the return of moment Il dominated by major thirds projects

consonance. However, the relative consonance is brief, as the second moment

V reasserts the minor second field. With the concluding moment VI in perfect

fifths, resolution is achieved completing the fixed-structure.

Pitch Generation and the Structural Pitch Framework

As each moment has an assigned predominant interval, pitch generation

varies from one moment to the next according to an intervallic generative

process. The predominant interval of moment I is chained or stacked, both

ascending and descending from the focal pitch, F (see Example 1). The

different durations suggest that the perfect fifths of C to F and B-flat to F act more

Example 1. Intervallic Generative Pitch Process of Moment I
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to define F than the other perfect fifths. Furthermore, the more the perfect fifth is

removed from F in the generative process, the less it is able to define the focal

pitch.

The structural pitch framework of moment I combines the upward gestural

contour (of Figure 4) with the pitch language from the intervallic generative

process (see Example 2).

Example 2. Structural Pitch Framework of Moment I

Pitch language for moment II was accomplished in a similar manner but

with the predominant interval of a minor second (see Example 3). The structural

Example 3. Intervallic Generative Pitch Process of Moment II

pitch framework of moment II continues the ascending gestural thrust (of Figure

4), but with the collection of pitches from the minor second intervallic
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generative process (see Example 4). This structure also contains an ordering of

returning events represented as A B A B1, which is an integral part of moment II

whenever it occurs in the composition.

o , o-

. ii e _ _ _ _ __

A A 3.

Example 4. Structural Pitch Framework of Moment II

The intervallic generative process of the first moment liI presented a new

situation. It is built on the predominant interval of a minor third. As the first three

intervals in the process produced pitch duplication, the motion interval in

moment Ill, the minor second, was used to allow a greater number of pitches to

be produced (see Example 5).
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Example 5. Intervallic Generative Pitch Process of the First Moment Ill
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The upward gestural contour continues in the structural pitch framework

of the first moment ll. Since the pitch language of the second moment Ill is

built on a different focal pitch, its significance will be explained later. However,

both the first and second moment Ill contain an internal ordering of a returning

event, namely A A1(see Example 6). The A 1 section is a repetition of the A

section but is longer in duration with important concluding material. The second

moment Ill is the same in design but is in retrograde to this ordering of events.

A A,

Example 6. Structural Pitch Framework of Moment Ill

The intervallic generative process of moment IV is a unique process

distinct from those of the previous moments. The pitch language produced by a

perfect fourth generative process yielded the same pitches as moment I, a much

more consonant moment than the desired cumulative dissonance of moment IV.

An augmented fourth generative process produced only pitch duplications.

Even when combined with its motion interval of a major second, as in moment

Ill, the pitch duplications involved allowed only a few pitches with which to

compose.
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However, moment IV had been assigned two dissonant predominant

intervals, the augmented and perfect fourth. A combined intervallic generative

process yielded a satisfactory collection of pitches when allowed to alternate by

first an augmented fourth and then a perfect fourth (see Example 7).

Example 7. Intervallic Generative Pitch Process of Moment IV

This pitch language was composed into the structural pitch framework of

moment IV in the context of its gestural content (of Figure 4). The ascending

gestural contours of the previous moments are extended by the uppermost

voice's B to F to B structure (see Example 8), while the remainder of the linear

gestures in moment IV are involved with establishing the half-step clash to B of

B-flat and C.

Emp . t- ih F _

Example 8. Structural Pitch Framework of Moment IV
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These half-step relationships are resolved to unison B in the following

moment V (see Example 9). In a similarity with moment 11, moment V contains

an ordering of returning events, as represented by A B A 1 B1.

A BA,

Example 9. Structural Pitch Framework of Moment V

The climax of moment IV on B, which concludes the ascending gestural

contours in the fixed-structure and the resolution to unison B, supports a new

focal pitch of B. It was approached and defined in moment IV by the strongest

dissonance in the interval hierarchy, an augmented fourth with F. The minor

second dissonances at the conclusion of moment IV and the beginning of

moment V resolve by collapsing to unison B. Therefore, the intervallic

generative process beginning with the first moment V is built on B with the

predominant interval of a minor second (see Example 10).

Example 10. Intervallic Generative Process of Moment V
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The structural pitch framework of the second moment Ill was discussed

previously, but its pitch generation differs from that of the first moment Ill (as il-

lustrated in Example 6). Since the focal pitch at this point in the fixed-structure

is B, the intervallic generative process is built on this pitch. Furthermore, unlike

the first moment Ill, the second has a predominant interval of a major third (see

Example 11). Otherwise, the procedures are similar, using the motion interval

of a minor second.

* latioJ idLiflL

Example 11. Intervallic Generative Process of the Second Moment V

The final moment in the fixed-structure, moment VI, has the same

predominant interval and intervallic generative process as moment I (see

Example 1). As moment VI re-establishes the initial focal pitch of F, its pitch

language is built on F. The gestural content of this moment is the final release

of tension in the fixed-structure, aided by its descending linear contours and the

re-establishment of the initial F focal pitch (see Example 12).

Example 12. Structural Pitch Framework of Moment VI
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The complete structural pitch framework for the fixed-structure is

compiled as Example 13.

A 8 C

C-

-a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 -T______--__-_____- ___

Example 13. Structural Pitch Framework of the Fixed-Structure

More foreground details emerge as the compositional process continues

from the structural pitch framework to a piano reduction sketch of the micro-level
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form (see Example 14). The final orchestration of this sketch is the "Micro-

Moment" in the second movement of Moment Variations (measures 90-106).

rILL J = -- ro'2
rlL. - -atep
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Example 14. Piano Reduction Sketch of the "Micro-Moment"

Compositional Expansion of the Individual Moment

The six individual musical moments in the fixed-structure were

compositionally expanded into major passages in the second movement of

Moment Variations. The passages, called expanded moments, maintain the

characteristics of their parent moment but were each treated by a different

compositional technique.

xx
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Expanded Moment I

The structural pitch framework of moment I (see Example 2) was com-

posed as a sustained harmonic texture at a slow tempo (Example 15). The pitch

(-I__ __ ___ __ __

Example 15. Sketch of Moment I

language was produced by the intervallic generative process of the pre-

dominant interval, the perfect fifth (see Example 1). The harmonic texture was

then layered as a three-voice canon in which, during the total duration of the

expanded moment, the first voice stated the sketch material three times, the

second voice only once, and the third voice twice (see Figure 6).

VOCE 3  i cA U*.Wq-I/) ,, (F & s1. Itv '17)

VoLc m fs.)s.to7'Ol )46(U .l.It -I3 4B (?ai.i3- 11(o)

v igEr. e e. iagas.m of L e-xe p M7

Figure 6. Diagram of Layered Texture in Expanded Moment I
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In the first and third voices the sketch material is transposed up a major

second, the secondary interval assigned to moment I, from a focal pitch of F to

G, then A, and finally, B in the final statement of the first voice. The augmented-

fourth tension is resolved by the second and third voice extending beyond the

close of the first voice in imitation of one another. This resolution is during their

final statement of sketch material and is built on the initial focal pitch of F

(measure 116-117).

The three voices were orchestrated as three separate small orchestras.

The first voice involved clarinet, trumpet, horns, violin II, and cello. The bassoon,

trombone, tuba, and contrabasses were the second voice, and the third

contained flute, oboe, bass clarinet, violin I, and viola. The choral parts and

timpani held sustained tones that were crucial doublings of the focal pitches in

all three voices.

As the compositional process continued, motion pitches from the

secondary interval, the major second, were often added to the sketch material,

as in the first few measures of expanded moment I (measures 107-108).

Expanded Moment 11

An important compositional technique in expanded moment I (measures

118-130) was fragmentation of melodic line and its composite orchestration.

The opening melodic fragment, or A event, from moment I is the ascending line
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of G-flat up to G with two added motion or color pitches from the secondary

interval, the perfect fifth (see Example 16). By coloring the fragment of the line

Example 16. Melodic Fragment from Moment II

in a composite orchestration, a compositionally expanded piano sketch was

achieved (see Example 17). The sketch is realized in the actual music within

the rhythmic content of the expanded moment II (measures 118-122).

F

Example 17. Composite Orchestration of Melodic Fragment from Moment 11
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Expanded Moment Il

Expanded moment III (measures 131-136) contains important timbral and

textural characteristics that often reoccur when moment Ill returns in the first and

third movements of the composition. One specialized texture is created by

many performers repeating different soft pitches in a rapid, but varied

syncopated rhythm ad libitum. Often, this texture is a background sheen, as in

the expanded moment IlIl, to other musical events. In this passage the

performers are choosing the placement of a "solo melody tone" within a given

timing parameter, producing an indeterminate pointillistic melody (see

performance instructions for measures 131-136 in the second movement of

Moment Variations, page 25).

While this passage appears to show little resemblance to previous

statements of moment Ill, it does contain the same internal ordering of events

and uses the same pitch language as the first and second moment Ill

(discussed previously). The internal ordering of the first moment Ill, A A1,

corresponds to the eight-second and twenty-second section of expanded

moment Ill (measures 131 and 133) and bases its pitch language on the

predominant interval of a minor third (as in Example 5). The retrograde internal

ordering of the second moment Ill corresponds to the eighteen- and ten-second

sections (measures 134 and 136) with pitch language based on the major third

(as in Example 11).
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Expanded Moment IV

The structural pitch framework of moment IV (as in Example 8) was

conceived as a linear three-voice texture. In the compositional process these

voices were realized as a piano sketch (see Example 18).

Example 18. Sketch of Moment IV

In expanded moment IV (measures 137-150) the three voices begin at

the quarter-note equals 96 tempo. The first three measures of the passage

involve transposed fragments of the first voice. The flute entry (measure 137) is

the opening of the first voice transposed up three whole-steps, the clarinet

(measure 137) is the first voice transposed up two whole-steps, and the oboe

(measure 138) is up one whole-step. The significance of whole-step

transpositions is that the major second is the secondary or motion interval

assigned to moment IV.

The first complete statement of voice one is in the strings (measure 140),

passed to the tuba (measure 142) and concluded by the trombone. Its final
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statement is in retrograde in the low strings (measure 146) and completed in the

bassoon (measure 148) as cadential material.

The second voice's initial statement is in the trumpet (measure 140) with

its closing fragment reiterated by the trombone and tuba (measure 144). Voice

three is stated three times, the first being in the woodwinds (measure 141) and

later doubled by the xylophone. Its second entry, transposed down a whole-

step, is in the strings (measure 144) and overlaps the third entry in the

woodwinds (measure 145), lowered two whole-steps.

Expanded Moment V

Throughout Moment Variations moment V is involved (as discussed

previously) with establishing B as a new focal pitch within the fixed-structure.

Since the predominant interval of moment V is the minor second, the resolution

to B is through half-step motion by sustained tones.

In expanded moment V (measure 150-167) this process was elongated

durationally, and the sustained tones were orchestrated to highlight their

movement to B. The strings initially state the minor second dissonances

(measure 150) in a metallic, glassy timbre produced by unmeasured tremolo at

the bridge. As the long tones resolve to B, their colorings are changed to an

unmeasured tremolo performed col legno, with the wood of the bow, and

doubled by the effect of half-voiced choral parts speaking phone numbers on

the focal pitch (measures 153 and 154).

When the sustained tones on B return to their half-step dissonances, their

performance execution and timbre are changed again (measure 157). The
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tenor and bass male voices are now in full-voice and singing rather than

speaking, and low string parts are bowed in the normal manner.

These orchestrational techniques, in a sustained and soft texture, further

serve as a veiled sheen for the wind writing. The winds are exposing a

structural device, the half-step dominated melody on the name BACH, which is

always the B event in moment V (see Example 9). B-flat is in the clarinet

(measure 151), A occurs in the horns (measure 152), the trombone and clarinet

state C (measure 153), and the trumpet and flute have the concluding B

(measure 154). These pitches are introduced by half-step ornaments, written as

rhythmic accelerando and crescendo figures, in the remainder of the winds and

solo violin.

Expanded Moment VI

The structural pitch framework of moment VI (as in Example 12) was

sketched as a slow moving chordal texture in a descending contour (see

Example 19). The pitch language was produced by the intervallic generative

process of the predominant interval, the perfect fifth (as in Example 1).

Example 19. Sketch of Moment VI
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The compositional technique involved in expanded moment VI

(measures 168-179) was to extract and develop elements within the piano

sketch. The expanded moment was composed in three sections.

The first section (measures 168-171) involved extracting all perfect fifth

intervals from the piano sketch of moment VI (Example 19). The collection of

pitches was transposed up three whole-steps, or three motion pitches, and

composed as the choral parts in this first section. While the melodic and

harmonic materials are substantially altered, the structure in the piano sketch is

intact. The sketch is comprised of three members separated by the breath

marks. The first member contains three harmonies, the second involves four

harmonies, and the third member has five. This internal structuring, as well as

the descending contour, was maintained. The very soft background material in

the strings uses four of the five transposed perfect fifths.

The second section (measures 172-174) of expanded moment VI

involved extracting melodic and harmonic elements within the harmonic sketch.

The vocal solo passages (measure 173) are the sketch's uppermost melody in

retrograde, while the block chords cued by the conductor (measure 172-174)

are the remaining harmonic materials in retrograde. The solo woodwind

passages (measures 172-174) were composed of pitch materials extracted from

the inner-voicings of the harmonies in the sketch.

The third section (measures 175-179) involved extracting the three

members of the sketch as separate entities and layering them atop one another

in long tones. The first member's three harmonies are scored in the flute,

clarinet and violin I. The second member can be found in the oboe, bassoon,
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bass clarinet, horns and violin II, and the third in the remaining brass and string

parts.

As explained in the performance notes of the composition, the

performance order of the six expanded moments is determined by the

conductor, but the "Micro-Moment" must be placed fourth in the ordering of the

total seven passages. The second movement is intended to be a continuous

texture without breaks between the extended moments. This texture can be

achieved by sustaining the parts notated with a broken tie in the last measure of

any extended moment into the following passage. The length of the

overlapping parts is determined by the conductor.

Compositional Expansions of the "Micro-Moment"

In a manner similar to the individual moment being enlarged to the

expanded moment, the "Micro-Moment" was amplified in the first and third

movements of Moment Variations.

Movement Ill

In the third movement the original fixed-structure, durationally and

compositionally expanded, was applied at the middle ground architectural level

of the composition (see Figure 1). The movement is a succession of three

statements of the fixed-structure and retains some melodic and harmonic

materials from the "Micro-Moment." Because these similarities exist in all three

statements, the third movement can be experienced as a traditional sectional or

series variations.
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The first statement (measure 180-232) is the most open or spacious of

the three. It is more thinly scored and is 53 measures in length in comparison to

26 and 32 measures for the second and third statements. In contrast, the

"Micro-Moment" is only seventeen measures in length.

The second statement (233-258) is the most compact durationally and

contains much more pitch movement than the other two statements or the

"Micro-Moment," as many of its moments have been transposed to different

pitch levels. In comparison to the first statement and the "Micro-Moment," its

moment I is transposed up a major second. Its first moment II is transposed up

a minor second while the second moment II and moment IV are at the original

pitch level. The first moment III is transposed up a minor third, while the second

Ill is up a major third. Moment V is up a minor second and moment IV is up a

major second (all measure numbers may be found in Figure 7). All the intervals

of transposition are the motion intervals, or secondary intervals, assigned to

each moment (see Figure 2).

Moment I II III I IV ll V VI
(by measures)

1st Fixed-Structure 180- 189- 195- 201- 207- 213- 220- 224- 229-
eas. 180-232) 181 194 200 206 212 219 226 228 232

2nd Fixed-Structure 233- 236- 239- 242- 245- 248- 251- 253- 255-
Statement 235 238 241 244 247 250 253 254 258
(meas. 233-258)

3rd Fixed-Structure 259- 262- 265- 270- 273- 277- 280- 281- 286-
Statement 261 265 269 273 276 279 281 286 290
(meas. 259-290)

Figure 7. Moments and Fixed-Structure Statements in Movement Ill
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The third statement (measure 259-290) is rhythmically the most active. It

gradually exhibits a constant sixteenth-note rhythm beneath its melodic material

as in moments Il and Ill. Following the dramatic event of moment IV, a very soft

textural moment V still has a constant undertow of sixteenth-notes in the strings

(measure 277). Little-by-little, it surges during the accelerando and climaxes

with the entire ensemble at the beginning of moment VI (measure 286).

Movement I

In the first movement the fixed-structure was applied in its widest

expanse at the macro-level or the total duration of the movement (see Figure 1).

In this movement the fixed-structure does not retain the melodic and harmonic

materials of the "Micro-Moment," as it did in the third movement. Melodic and

harmonic fragments that are traceable are generally sewn into the musical

fabric and not noticeable.

In the A event of moment 11 (measures 16-20), the corresponding

ascending melodic fragment in the "Micro-Moment" (measure 92) is disguised

in the horn (measures 18-21), against the woodwind writing and solo soprano

voice. These melodies are re-orderings of the pitches in the melodic fragment

from the "Micro-Moment" with motion pitches added.

The B event of moment II (see Example 4) used a compositional

technique of overlapped transpositions. The pitch material from the

corresponding event in the "Micro-Moment" (measures 92-93) is present in the

brass parts (measures 20-22), but it is overlapped by its own transposition in the

strings up a perfect fourth, the secondary interval of moment 11 (measures 22-
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24). This transposition is also overlapped by another transposition down a

perfect fourth in the brass parts (measures 23-25).

The closing moment VI (measures 79-89) contains a layering technique

of pitch materials from the "Micro-Moment" and the moment VI sketch (Example

19). The choral parts from the "Micro-Moment's" moment VI (measure 104-106)

are sung in long tones (measures 80-89) and are disguised by two layered

textures, rhythmically more active. The first is the harmonic material of the piano

sketch re-ordered and transposed up one motion interval, a major second, and

scored in the woodwinds and strings (measures 79-84). The second is the

sketch's material at pitch beginning in the brass (measures 83-89) and later

joined by much of the strings (measures 87-89).

Attack Module

The "Micro-Moment" contains in its moments I and VI an important

structural device that was used as a unifiying technique throughout the

composition. Both the moment I and VI sketches were segmented into three

members. The first has three attacks, the second has four attacks, and the third

has five (see the breath marks in Examples 15 and 19). Although moment I is

predominantly linear and moment VI is harmonic in nature, this ordering of

attack is a crucial aspect in their fixed-structure.

Whenever moments I and VI occur in the composition, this attack

sequence of 3-4-5 is involved. In moment I of the "Micro-Moment" (measures

90-91), the three-attack member is in the flute and oboe. The horn, bassoon,

contrabass, and clarinet exhibit the four-attack member, and the member of five

attacks is in the voices and strings.
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The "Micro-Moment's" moment VI is more obvious in exposing the attack

sequence 3-4-5 (measure 104-106). Each group of attacks is separated by a

quarter-rest, while the composite rhythmic structure is supportive in cadence

formulation.

The attack sequence is readily traceable in moments I and VI of the third

movement (refer to Figure 7 for measure numbers). While more concealed, it

can also be heard in the expanded moments of the second movement.

Although the materials of the moment I sketch are layered in a three-voice

canon (discussed previously), the attack sequence still surfaces in the

contrapuntal texture periodically (measures 107-117).

As the attack sequence was a unifying element in moment I and VI, it was

extracted and transfered to the other moments as a technique of unification,

called an "attack module." In some passages it is readily traceable as in the

string parts in the final moment 11 of the third movement (measure 263) or in the

brass parts of the final moment V (measure 279).

In other passages the "attack module" is more concealed. Expanded

moment V in the second movement is involved in stating the structural pitches

on the name BACH, an important device in every moment V (discussed

previously). The clarinet's B-flat is attacked three times (measure 151), and the

horns' A reiterates three attacks as the two horn parts echo one another

(measure 152). Four attacks state C in the trombone and clarinet (measure

153) and in a similar imitative manner, B is sounded by five attacks in the flute

and trumpet (measure 154).
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The opening melodic gesture In the first movement was organized by the

"attack module" (see Example 20). The trumpet's exposed forceful statement is

three, four, and then five attacks.

Example 20. "Attack Module" within the Beginning Melodic Gesture
of the Composition (measures 1-3).

While the final two examples may seem more cryptic, the "attack module"

is present. It was an integral compositional device used in many important

musical events throughout the composition as a technique of unification.

Summary and Conclusion

Moment Variations is based on the traditional principle of variation,

restatement with change. In order to unify the multi-movement composition the

restatement was applied at different architectural levels within the work. The

result is not only an example of restatement with change, but it also allows the

music a greater variety of form than would be otherwise possible if traditional

variation techniques were used in an extended multi-movement work.

As the fixed-structure was telescoped to the total duration of the first

movement, it also projected the content, as well as form, to situations they might
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not have otherwise achieved. The indeterminate ordering of the expanded

moments in the second movement does not disturb the form, but rather

enhances its variety as the underlying elements of unity are present in any

order the conductor may choose.

The compositional objective of Moment Variations was unity. The

compositional construct and its process pursued unity from the germinal cell of

a simple gestural contour with consonance to dissonance to consonant pitch

reference (as in Figure 4), to the initial fixed-structure, and then to individual

moments and their grouping as the "Micro-Moment." The process continued by

expanding each individual moment in the second movement, then expanding

the "Micro-Moment" to the middle ground architecture in the third movement and

finally to the macro-level architecture of the first movement.

Since it was felt that the compositional process assured a unifying

connection between movements, the decision was made to place the "Micro-

Moment" at the center of the composition, allowing the work to flower from

within. This structuring not only aided variety, but also was an attempt to

assimilate variation technique into the work.

The principle of variation, restatement with change, requires unity but

with variety. In Moment Variations unity was achieved by the compositional

construct and variety by the intuitive nature of the compositional expansions of

the individual moment, the "Micro-Moment," and the fixed-structure as well as

indeterminate choices by the conductor and performers.
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